This paper proposes a novel approach for personal identification using finger images which exploits the orientation features from the random knuckle lines using finite Radon transform. The feasibility of this approach is rigorously evaluated on a publically available finger knuckle database from 158 subjects and achieves highly promising results.
Introduction:
The hand-based biometrics exploits several internal and external features that are quite distinct in an individual. The finger-back surface, also known as the dorsum of hand, can be highly useful in user identification but has attracted very little attention (please refer to review in [1] - [2] ) from the researchers. In particular, the image pattern formation from the finger-knuckle bending are highly unique and makes this surface a distinctive biometric identifier. The user acceptance for the outer finger surface imaging can be very high as, unlike popular fingerprints, there is no stigma of criminal investigation associated with finger knuckle surface imaging. The peg-free imaging of the finger knuckle surface is highly convenient to users and offers very high potential for reliable personal identification.
The appearance based approach recently investigated in [2] for the finger knuckle identification cannot exploit line-based features and therefore achieves moderate performance. The finger knuckle surface is highly rich in lines and creases which are rather curved but highly unique in individuals.
Therefore the exploitation of localized information, rather than the global appearance based information employed in [2] , can generate more reliable performance and is proposed in this work. In the proposed method, fixed size knuckle sub-images are automatically segmented and then pre-processed.
The pre-processing step accentuates texture features and also helps to cope with the illumination variations. The local orientation of random knuckle lines and creases are exploited to generate a unique KnuckleCode using finite Radon transform. The similarity between two KnuckleCodes is ascertained from their normalized Hamming distance. We also investigate the KnuckleCodes generated using even Gabor filters. Since there is no publically available finger knuckle database, the middle finger knuckle database developed and employed in this work is made publically available 
where 0, 1, … , 1 , q is a positive integer, and is centred at , . The represents set of points on such that
where p denotes the slope of , i.e. slope of line passing through the centre The key objective of employing MFRAT in this work is to efficiently and effectively ascertain the orientation p of knuckle lines/creases in a finite/local neighbourhood region. Therefore we compute the direction of every pixel centred at , on from the summation of pixels along the line of given slope p. The index of the dominant direction at every pixel forms the feature and is computed as follows: 
Experiments:
The performance from the proposed approach is evaluated on a publically available [6] finger knuckle image database from 158 subjects.
This database was acquired over a period of 11 months and each subject/volunteer contributed five image samples which resulted in total of 790 images. These images were acquired using a digital camera in an indoor environment using unconstrained (peg-free) setup as detailed in [2] . The middle finger images from each of the subjects are employed to automatically extract 80 x 100 pixel knuckle region using the segmentation method detailed in [2] . Figure 1 Gabor functions and ascertain the orientation at every pixel using the maximum filtered response. Such an approach has been investigated on the palmprint data in [5] and achieves promising results. Therefore the generation of KnuckleCode using such Gabor filters is also investigated and the comparative results are shown in figure 2 (a)-(b) . The twelve real Gabor filters, with 17  17 mask size, centred at frequency of 1/ 2√2 were employed to achieve the best performance. The experimental results in figure 1 and figure   2 suggests that the performance from the KnuckleCodes generated using MFRAT, i.e., KnuckleCodes (Radon), is far superior as compared to those from real Gabor filter based encoding.
It may also be noted that the generation of KnuckleCodes using Gabor filters is highly computationally demanding as it requires convolution operation at every pixel and orientation as compared to simple sum in MFRAT.
Therefore, the KnuckleCodes generated from MFRAT are also favourably suitable for online user identification. It should be noted that reference [2] simultaneously employs hand geometry features while reference [3] 
